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Court Culture And Literature In
Janette Dillon adds a new dimension to work on space and theatricality by providing a comparative analysis of a range of spectacular historical events. She investigates in detail the claim that early ...
The Language of Space in Court Performance, 1400–1625
In the sixteenth century the modern meaning of courtship - 'wooing someone' - developed from an older sense - 'being at court'. The Rhetoric of Courtship takes this semantic shift as the starting ...
The Rhetoric of Courtship in Elizabethan Language and Literature
Madras High Court, hailing Tamil as the 'language of Gods', has ordered that temple consecrations across the country be performed while reciting Tamil hymns.
Madras High Court Says ‘Not Only Sanskrit, Tamil Is Also The Language Of God’
Hailing Tamil as the ”Language of Gods,” the Madras High Court has said temple consecrations across the country should be done reciting Tamil hymns composed by saints like Azhwars and Nayanmars, ...
Not Just Sanskrit Hymns, Give Primacy to Tamil Verses, Says Madras High Court
Hailing Tamil as the "Language of Gods," the Madras High Court has said temple consecrations across the country should be done reciting Tamil hymns composed by saints like Azhwars and Nayanmars, ...
Tamil Is The Language Of Gods, Says Madras High Court
Italy’s highest court of appeal has ruled that public school classrooms can approve the presence of the crucifix because it does not discriminate against anyone. The court specified, however, that all ...
Public schools can display crucifix, Italian court rules
B ack before the Flood, before there were Departments of Literature for Culture Studies, there were stories - the ancestors of today's fiction and drama which are not fiction at all but the truth ...
A Teacher Named Literature
In the 1980s, the National Basketball Association (NBA) experienced a revival in fan interest sparked by a hyped team rivalry between the Boston Celtics and the Los Angeles Lakers, and by the personal ...
Why Culture Matters for Racial Disparities
Fifteen years after the case was first lodged, during which the founder died, the European Court of Human Rights has ruled Russian courts had not had a strong enough case to ban radical anti-Putin ...
Ban on National Bolshevik Party by Russian courts was a human rights violation, ECHR finds
Chennai: The Madras high court has called Tamil as the "Language of Gods" and said temple consecrations across the country should be done reciting Tamil hymns composed by saints like Azhwars and ...
FPJ Legal: Use 'Language of Gods' to consecrate temples across India, says Madras high court, hails Tamil
The order was passed while disposing of a Public Interest Litigation that sought the intervention of the court to conduct the consecration ceremony in Tamil at Pasupatheeswarar temple in Karur.
Tamil Hymns Should Be Recited With Those In Sanskrit At Consecration Ceremonies, Says Madras HC
At 287.4 carats, the Tiffany Yellow Diamond is among the largest diamonds ever found. Polished into an 82-facet cushion shape, the finished gem came out at 128.5 carats. For an idea of how massive ...
Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend?: Tiffany & Co. Gets a Revamp — and Courts Controversy — With Beyoncé, Jay-Z and a Baseball-Sized Diamond
People from various walks of life have welcomed three recent directions by the Madras High Court. Continue Reading → ...
Madras High Court bats for Tamil
Former Judge of the Supreme Court Jasti Chelameswar ... contributions to the field of Telugu literature and that his works reflected the richness of the culture that was prevalent in villages ...
Jasti Chelameswar releases book on works of Koteswara Rao
State Minister for Cultural Affairs KM Khalid moved the Bill, brought to replace the National Archive Ordinance, 1983 in line with a High Court order ... cultural and literature value, to abroad, it ...
No record in National Archives can be destroyed; bill passed
Ben John, former Leicester student who downloaded white supremacist documents, given suspended jail sentence ...
UK judge orders rightwing extremist to read classic literature or face prison
Saleem Kidwai, an independent scholar and co-editor of a transformative anthology that recovered lost and long-buried writings about same-sex love in Indian literature from ancient Sanskrit texts ...
Saleem Kidwai, scholar who unearthed long-buried literature on gay love in India, dies at 70
New York-based Rowing Blazers has revealed its latest collaboration, reuniting with both FILA and Babar for a tennis-inspired collection. This marks the third installment of the label’s work with ...
Rowing Blazers Heads to the Court With FILA and Babar the Elephant
"As per mythology, Lord Shiva presided over the first academy (First Tamil Sangam). It is believed that Lord Shiva played 'Thiruvilayadal' to test the knowledge of Tamil poets. The above would only ...
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